Soil experiments FOR CHILDREN

LET’S CELEBRATE SOILS AND TAKE A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER THE GROUND BENEATH OUR FEET!
SOIL IS VITAL TO LIFE ON THE PLANET – IT IS CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING PLANT AND TREE LIFE BY PROVIDING THEM WITH NUTRIENTS, WATER AND MINERALS. IT IS HOME TO MILLIONS OF INSECTS, BACTERIA AND SMALL ANIMALS.

It is no secret that children and soil pretty much go hand in hand. Children usually love to find a dirt patch and make some mud and dig or romp in it. While they might find playing in it fun, they may be surprised to learn that soil is the basis for life and growth! Teaching children why “Caring for the Planet Starts from the Ground” is one of the major goals of the World Soil Day 2017 communication campaign.

This Soil-Lab Activity Book is designed to give children an insight into soil knowledge. Practitioners, youth leaders and teachers can support children’s learning through offering opportunities for them to: learn how to operate a range of tools safely; encounter creatures, plants and objects in their natural environments and in real life situations; undertake practical experiments; and work with a range of materials. Children will learn that without soil we would not be able to grow crops or other useful plants, support livestock, or have materials for building shelter! Healthy soils also store and filter water, recycle nutrients and help us to deal with the negative effects of climate change by storing large amounts of carbon.

LET’S CELEBRATE SOILS AND TAKE A JOURNEY TO DISCOVER THE GROUND BENEATH OUR FEET!
Tips on using the SoilLAB Activity Book with your group

1. INVESTIGATE: Encourage kids to learn how such a thin layer of the Earth’s surface can support all life on the planet, and which risks we are taking not caring for soils.

2. SELECT: Participants are encouraged to select the activities that best match their needs, interests, and culture.

3. ACT: Allow enough time for the group to carry out the activities. Support and guide them through the process. Encourage exploration, observation, investigation, problem solving, prediction and decision making when undertaking the activities.

4. DISCUSS: Have participants present the result of their activities to the rest of the group. Do you notice any change of attitude? Encourage participants to find things out and try things out for themselves rather than always having things explained to them. Discuss with them about how their daily activities both depend and affect soil and our lives. Children need to be encouraged.

5. CELEBRATE: Organize your own celebration for World Soil Day, December 5! Invite families, friends, journalists and community leaders to participate in the celebration.

6. SHARE: Share with us stories, videos, photos, drawings, ideas and suggestions: world-soil-day@fao.org
Age ranges

To help you and your group pick the most appropriate activities, the experiments selected should be suitable for 6 to 15 year olds. However, please note that this range is only indicative. You may find that an experiment listed at one level is suitable for another age group in your particular circumstances. As teachers and youth leaders you should use your judgement and experience to develop an appropriate curriculum for your group or class. This could incorporate additional activities not listed in the SoilLAB Activity Book but which allow you to achieve all the educational requirements.

Caution advice

Dear Teachers/Leaders/Practitioners,

The SoilLAB Activity Book supports you in undertaking educational activities. However, as you will be implementing these activities in different contexts and environments, it is up to you to ensure that the activities you choose are appropriate and safe. Please carefully plan and undertake activities with the support of one or more adults to ensure that participants are safe, especially when near water or fire. When exploring soils, remember to treat nature with respect, minimize your impact and take all garbage with you. Please consider the general precautions and carefully evaluate which other safety issues need to be taken into account before undertaking any activity.
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Sample soil and make a soil profile
Key processes forming soil include rock weathering, organic matter accumulation and downward transport, solutions of salts and oxidation of minerals. Because they occur very slowly and generally follow the direction of gravity, soils are composed of different layers called horizons. Discover how soil horizons arrange into a soil profile and make your own!

1. DIG ONE OR MORE SOIL PITS FROM DIFFERENT LOCATIONS AND LAND USES. COLLECT SOIL MATERIAL FROM DIFFERENT DEPTHS.

2. MATERIALS
Download and print the soil profile cards or draw your design on a note card.

3. TAPE THE SOIL MATERIAL CORRESPONDING TO EACH DEPTH ACCORDING TO YOUR OBSERVATIONS IN THE SOIL PIT TO YOUR SOIL PROFILE CARD. AFTER COMPLETING YOUR SOIL PROFILE CARD, RESEARCH AND DISCUSS WITH YOUR CLASSMATES THE POSSIBLE REASONS FOR THE DIFFERENT SOIL HORIZONS.

4. ATTACH A DOUBLE-SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE TO THE CARD.

Soils are very deep!

www.nrcs.usda.gov
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Soil Erosion by Water
Water and wind can cause soil erosion and transport large amounts of soil. Even though it is a natural process, human activities can accelerate this process, causing serious soil degradation. Depending on different soil properties, such as texture (particle size distribution) and soil organic matter content, soils can be more or less resistant to erosion. Experiment with soils from three different land uses to discover how strong soil erosion can be!

Materials
- Soil material from three different land uses (bare soil, soil under grass, soil from a crop field).
- Three plastic bottles
- One 100 mL and three 1,000 mL transparent mess cylinders
- Three 1,000 mL beakers
- Balance
- Water

1. Cut three plastic bottles horizontally. Use the bigger part.

2. Weigh 1 kg each of soils and put it in the cut plastic bottles.

3. Set three beakers beneath the plastic bottles to catch the water.

4. Pour 100 mL of water slowly into each bottle, keeping the bottle tilted. Carry out this step ten times consecutively.

5. Compare the clearness and volume of the water that came out in the mess cylinders. Which soil is the most resistant to erosion by water?

Soils can be worn away!
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Soils can hold tremendous amounts of water!

Water Retention in Soil: This helps plants grow even when there is no rain for a longer period of time. Due to the interaction between water molecules and soil particles, the particle size distribution of soils or soil texture is one of the two main drivers of the water holding capacity of soils. Water is also kept by soil organic matter. Compacted soils or those poor in soil organic matter can hold less water. Test with your classmates which component of soils can hold the largest amount of water!

Materials:
- 5 different soil components (gravel, sand, silt, clay, and to test organic matter use potting compost)
- 5 Funnels
- 5 Coffee filters
- 5 Beakers (or jars)
- 1 or more 50 mL mess cylinders
- Balance
- Weigh 50g of each soil component.

1. SLOWLY, POUR 50 MILLILITERS OF WATER OVER THE COMPONENTS.
2. SET A FUNNEL WITH A COFFEE FILTER AND PUT ON TOP OF THE JAR.
3. WAIT 5 MINUTES
4. CHECK HOW MUCH WATER PASSED THROUGH THE SOIL COMPONENTS USING MESS CYLINDERS.
5. Soils can hold tremendous amounts of water!
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Air in the Soils
Up to 50% of the soil is made up of diverse gases – simply said, air! Among these gases, oxygen plays a crucial role for letting plant roots and soil animals breathe. Certain soil bacteria are able to use different gases such as carbon dioxide or nitrogen gas in their metabolisms. Soil gases can prevail within the pore network of soils. When soil is compacted or filled with water, there is less space for soil air.

1. MOisten the soil lightly and prepare several similarly sized soil clods with your hands.

2. Spray the clods and wait 2 minutes.

3. Drip the clods in different jars filled with water. Watch the bubbles.

4. Compare the generation of bubbles between the different clods. Where can you see the largest amount of air? What can this mean for plants and animals living in the soil?

Materials
- 3-4 different soils
- Beakers (or jars)
- Tap water
- 1 Sprayer
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Soils are composed of particles of different sizes. The smallest particles are referred to as “clay”, the medium sized “silt” and the largest ones “sand”. Soil texture defines which percentage of the total soil each of these particle size classes represent. Texture is the most important physical property and defines most key functions of soils, especially in relation to porosity, water infiltration and retention as well as erosion resistance.

**Materials**
- Soil material from three different locations as far as possible from each other
- 3 Jars with lids
- Water softener

**Steps**
1. Fill each jar half full with soil. Wet the soil to a mud consistency and tap the jar to let the soil settle.
2. Mark the level of soil on each jar. Add a teaspoon of water softener.
3. Add sufficient water to entirely fill the jar and shake the soil-water mixes thoroughly.
4. Let the soil settle for 40 seconds and mark the level of soil on the jar to identify the sand portion. Let the soil settle for 6 hours and mark the level of soil on the jar. The difference between this mark and the sand mark represents the silt portion.
5. Calculate the percentage of sand, silt and clay by measuring the depth of each mark. The difference between highest mark and the silt mark represents the clay fraction.
6. Classify your soils’ texture: find out with your classmates, which soils have which properties and which ones are best suited for different uses!
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Earthworms are one of soils' best friend!

Bioturbation by Earthworms in the Soil. They feed on organic matter, so they regulate its fragmentation and decomposition. In this way earthworms also help nutrient recycling, from which many soil inhabitants profit. Through their activity, the soil structure gets loosened, so air and water transportation is positively influenced. They also contribute to soil aggregation, giving soils more stability and resistance against erosion. See for yourselves what earthworms can do!

**Materials**

- A transparent plastic container of 10-30 liters with lid.
- 20-30 Earthworms
- Sufficient dead leaves and plant residues to fully cover the surface of the container
- 2-4 soils with differing color. Avoid using peat or plain sand as it may damage the earthworms.
- Tap water

**Instructions**

1. **Place the 20-30 earthworms on top of the plant cover.**
2. **Cover the surface with the dead leaves and plant residues.**
3. **Make some holes in the upper 5 centimeters of the container to allow air exchange. Moisten the soils. Pile up the different colored soils as layers mixing them as little as possible. Stay below the holes.**
4. **Close the container with the lid and keep the container in a cool place for up to one month. Check that the soil does not dry out.**
5. **Take photos of the side and top of the container at least once per day. You can also record videos on some days.**
6. **Arrange the photos in a time sequence and explore the differences between the beginning and the end. What can you see? Which beneficial role do you think earthworms play and how is this visible in your experiment?**

- Place the 20-30 earthworms on top of the plant cover.
- Cover the surface with the dead leaves and plant residues.
- Make some holes in the upper 5 centimeters of the container to allow air exchange.
- Moisten the soils.
- Pile up the different colored soils as layers mixing them as little as possible.
- Stay below the holes.
- Close the container with the lid and keep the container in a cool place for up to one month.
- Check that the soil does not dry out.
- Take photos of the side and top of the container at least once per day. You can also record videos on some days.
- Arrange the photos in a time sequence and explore the differences between the beginning and the end. What can you see? Which beneficial role do you think earthworms play and how is this visible in your experiment?
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Earthworms are one of soil’s best friends! Bioturbation by Earthworms in the Soil. They feed on organic matter, so they regulate its fragmentation and decomposition. In this way earthworms also help nutrient recycling, from which many soil inhabitants profit. Through their activity, the soil structure gets loosened, so air and water transportation is positively influenced. They also contribute to soil aggregation, giving soils more stability and resistance against erosion. See for yourselves what earthworms can do!

Place the 20-30 earthworms on top of the plant cover. Close the container with the lid and keep the container in a cool place for up to one month. Check that the soil does not dry out. Take photos of the side and top of the container at least once per day. You can also record videos on some days. Arrange the photos in a time sequence and explore the differences between the beginning and the end. What can you see? Which beneficial role do you think earthworms play and how is this visible in your experiment?

Cover the surface with the dead leaves and plant residues. Make some holes in the upper 5 centimeters of the container to allow air exchange. MOISTEN the soils. Pile up the different colored soils as layers mixing them as little as possible. Stay below the holes.

Materials
A transparent plastic container of 10-30 liters with lid. 20-30 Earthworms. Sufficient dead leaves and plant residues to fully cover the surface of the container. 2-4 soils with differing color. Avoid using peat or plain sand as it may damage the earthworms.
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The Global Soil Partnership (GSP) was established in December 2012 as a strong interactive partnership to promote sustainable soil management and guarantee healthy and productive soils for a food secure world, as well as support other essential ecosystem services. Awareness raising, advocacy, policy development and capacity development on soils, as well as relevant implementation in the field are among the main GSP activities.